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ABsrRAcr

Thermodynamic data were adopted from pub-
lished sources and derived from two natural asiem-
blages for the Mg, Fen and Mn end-members of gar_
net, biotite, chlorite and cordierite, and for other ma-
jor phases found in aluminum-silicate-saturated pelitic
assemblages. These data represent a simplified
model system that is self-consistent and cin be
used to caJculate compositions of exchange phases
that are similar to those observed in naturh as-
semblage, whereas the interior of the garnet remains
Fe system destroys the ..loop', character of equilib-
rium between two phases on T-X diagrams and
renders phase compositions dependent on the bulk
composition. The model thermodynamic system
was used to simulate the growth of garnet in
equilibrium with chlorite. Chlorite is thought to be
the primary source of the Mn that becomes con-
centrated in garnet. The "equilibrium growth simula_
tions" assume that equilibrium is maintained be-
tween the garnet edge and the entire matrix as-
semblage, whereas the interior of the garnet remains
chemically isolated. The simulated profiles show
excellent agreement with the generally observed
profile morphology in natural samples and predict
reasonable phase compositions. The simulations
predict that the temperature of the first appearance
of tiny grains of Mn-rich garnet is highly sensitive
to the bulk MnO content of the rock. but that
the major explosive growth of Fe-rich garnet that
marks the almandine isograd is relativelv inde-
pendent of MnO content. Consequently, tire tiny
grains of Mn-rich garnet may be overlooked in
rocks at metamorphic temperatures below that of
the obvious almandine isograd. Increasing pressure
and Fe/Mg ratio in the bulk composition should
ingpage the amount of garnet grown in equilibrium
with chlorite. Discontinuities of zoning profiles and
periods of garnet resorption inter*persed with
growth are shown to be possible results of equilib-
rium growth in response to normal, prograde meta-
molphism.

Keywords: phase equilibrium, crystal growth, gar-
net, computer simulation.

Sorvrlrnnr

On 6value les donndes thermodynamiques de la
Iitt6rature ou d6riv6es d'assemblages naturels pour
les p6les Mg Fe et Mn des phases grenat, biotite,
chlorite, cordi6rite et autres min6raux importants
des roches p6litiques satur6es en silicate d'alumi-
nium. Ces donn€es repr€sentent un systBme moddle
simplifi6 et coh6rent qui peut s€rvir e calculer,
pour les phases en relation d'6change, une com-
position rappelant celle des roches naturelles.
L addition de Mn au sysGme binaire Mg-Fe
d6truit le caractdre en boucle de l€quilibre intre
deux phases sur coupes T-X, et fait dftrcndre ces
compositions de phase de la composition globale
de la roche. k moddle thermodynamique sert i
simuler la croissance du grenat en 6quilibre avec
Ia chlorite, source probable du Mn qui se con-
centre dans le ,grenat. Ces "simulations de crois-
sance i l'6,quilibre" supposent l'6quilibre maintenu
entre la bordure du grenat et I'assemblage total de
la matrice, tandis que le noyau du grenat reste
chimiquement isol6. La forme des profils simul€s
concorde avec celle des profrls observds et con-
duit i pr6dire des compositions de phases satis-
faisantes. La temp6rature i laquelle apparaisseot
Ies premiers petits cristaux de grenat manganif0re
est trds sensible i la teneur de la roche en MnO.
mais la croissance soudaine et importante de gre-
nat ferrifdre qui marque l'isograde de l,almandin
est quasi-ind6pendante de cette teneur. A cause de
leur taille minuscule, ces cristaux de grenat man-
ganifdre pourraient facilement passer inapergus
dans les roches dont la temp6rature de m6tamor-
phisme est inf6rieure i celle de I'isograde de l,al-
mandin. Une augmentation de la pression et du
rapport FelMg dans la composition globale de-
vrait accroltre la production du grenat en 6quili-
bre avec la chlorite. Les discontinuit6s dans le
profil de zonation et l'alternance des lfriodes de
r6sorption et de croissance du grenat r€sulteraient
tout simplement de la croissance i l'6quilibre que
provoque le m6tamorphisme prograde normal.

Cfraduit par la R6daction)

Mots-cl6s: fuuilibre des phases, croissance cristal-
Iine, grenat, simulation par ordinateur.

fNTRoDUcrloN

Since the electron microprobe became a tool
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used by petrologists, compositional zoning has
been reported in garnet from almost every
geological environment, including eclogites, vol-
canic- flows, fumaroles, skann' granites and
contaet and regional metamorphic rocks. It is the
zoning in garnet in metamorphosed pelitic rocks,
however, that displays the most regular pattern
and is amenable to simulation by computer'
Simulations of the prograde growth of garnet
in pelitic rocks are presented in this and the
foll,owing paper (Loomis 1982) to (1) in-
vestigate the processes by which crystals, grow
and (Z) consider the accuracy with which gar-

net zoning records the history of conditions im-
posed on metamorPhic rocks.

Many investigators have recorded what have
come to be regarded as 'otypicaf' character-
istics of zoning in garnet in pelitic rocks: Mn
decreases symmetrically outward and is com-
pensated for primarily by a rise in Fe; -Mg is
very low in the core and increases slightly out-
*aid 1r.g., Harte & Henley 1966, Crawford
1966, Brown 1967, Atherton 1968, Hollister
1969, Edmunds & Atherton 1971, Okrusch
1971, Banno & Kurata !972, Jones 1972,Black
1973, Korikovskiy et al. L974, Arkai et aI'
1975, Yardley L977, Woodsworth 1977 alrd
Fletcher & Greenwood L979). Ca zoning is
much less regular, although one distinctive
pattern has bien linked to the presence of

ipidote coexisting with garnet (e.g., Banno &
Kurata 1972, McAIeer 1976); in our simula-
tions. we assume that the grossulante content
of garnet is constant. The success of our simula-
tions is judged by comparison of Mn, Fe and
Mg zoning profiles with the generalized pat-

tern described above.
In metapelitic rocks containing higl-tem-

perature asiemblages, garnet zonin-g is slight or
ironexistent (e.g., Blackburn 1969, Gable &
Sims 1969, Dallmeyer & Dodd 1971, Hess 1971,
Okrusch 1971, Loomis L972' Henry 1974'
Ashworth 1975, Harris 1976, Keys & Medaris
1976. Schmid & Wood t976, Sr-idel et al'
1976, Tracy et aI. 1976, Yardley 1977'
Woodsworth t977, Fletcher & Greenwood
1979, Stephenson 1979), probably owing
to the efficacy of diffusion at high temperatures'
The simulations reported here were computed
at low to moderate temperatures, so that dif-
fusion may be assumed to have negligible
effects on compositional profiles during the
growth Process.- 

A number of thermodynamic and phase-as-
semblage assumptions were adopted to achieve
tractable simulations. These assumptions are
sufficiently important to warrant a description

in the following sections.

Tun Souncn on MN

One of the most distinctive features of com-
positional zoning in garnet in metapelitic rocks
is the bell-snapea piofite for Mn. It is well
known that thifprofile is generated by fractiona-
tion because Mn is partitioned strongly into
garnet relative to coexisting ptases.(t'c',-I191-
Iister 1966). The accurate simulation of Mn

zoning in garnet is especially sensitive to the
representation of partitioning between garnet

and phases that arL the major sources of Mn

during the early stages of garnet development'
Phas& found in pelitic rocks at grades below
garnet stability ihat can contain significant
imounts of Mn are chloritoid, carbonates, mus-
coviteo ilmenite and chlorite. Although any,ole
of these minerals may be the important Mn-
bearing phase in a given rock, only the most

common-situation is desired for simulation'
Chloritoid can contain the highest concentra-

tion of Mn of any of the minerals listed above,
but it is restricted to rocks of spcial compo-
sition and cannot be the common Mn-bearing
phase in low-grade rocks. Carbonate minerals
may also have a significant concentration of

Un, fut these minerals usually occur only-in

trace amounts in pelites, and thus are excluded
as a possible source for the Mn in garnel' Mus-

covite at low grades has a significant phengitic
(Fe'+ * tvtg 1 Mn) component. Sekino er al'

itgll) desciibed muscovite from a pegmalite

in which Mn/(Mn + Al" * Fe) approaches
0.025. But muscovite in most regional meta-

morphic rocks contains a concentration of Mn
that is too small to be significant in garnet

formation.
Ilmenite is a common accessory phase in

metapelitic rocks and may contain up-to-30
wt. 'ib I./rnO (Czamanske & Mih6lik 1972)' Yet

there is evidence to suggest that rutile or

anatase (or both) are the stable Tl-bearing
minerals found in sediments and low-gnde
metamorphic rocks (Pettijohn 7949, frey 1978,
McCallisier et al. 1978, Fletcher & Greenwood
l97g'). Neither of these minerals contains signif-

icant concentrations of MnO. Therefore, al-
though ilmenite can participate in higher-grade
garn6t-forming reactions, we assume that it is

not the most common phase to contribute Mn
to garnet.

frt-".o.r, data support the role of chlorite
as the major Mn-bearing phase at low grades

of metarnorphism. Firstly, the only major
phases in pelitic rocks at temperatures near



10-0"C are chlorite, white mica, and quartz
(Weaver & Beck l97I). Of these, only chlorite
can contain significant Mn. Kurata & Banno
(1974) have shown a roughly linear relation-
ship between increasiug Mn in garnet and de-
creasing Mn in chlorite with increasing grade
of metaporphism. In addition, many of the
garnet-forming reactions proposed in the liter-
ature involve chlorite as a reactant (see Winkler
L974). For these reasons, and because of the
pagcity of thermodynamic data for most phases
stable under low-grade conditions, we have
chosen to .simulate the growth of garnet by
consumption of manganous chlorite at a low
grade of metamorphism in this work. Simula-
tions of the development of garnet by simul-
taneous consumption of both chlorite and biotite
will be presented in a future paper.

Mooul TgrnptonyNlurc Syster"r

Pelitic rocks in metamorphic environments
equilibrate under a wide range of pressures and
temperatures, ranging from 3@ to g0OoC and
from 2 to 20 kbar. The equilibrium assem-
blage also depends on the initial bulk-compo-
sition and on the influences of transport fro-
cesses on the chemical potential of mobile com-
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ponents. Owing to a paucity of data, however,
several assumptions are ne@ssary in order to
develop a tractable but useful model system.

Table I lists the phases used in the model
system, together with their constituent oxides.
All are phases commonly found in rocks of
pelitic composition. There are additional phases
that are not included, most notably chloritoid,
staurolite, amphibole and pyroxene. Natural
chloritoid and staurotte are found only in
rocks of restricted compositions (Hoschek
1967), and few thermodynamic data exist.
Pyroxene occurs only in granulite-facies rocks,
which form at pressure-temperature conditions
outside the range considered. Amphibole, in
addition to being restricted to bulk composi-
tions enriched in alkalis, has solid-solution pro-
perties that are intractable at the present time.

Model assemblages are assumed to be satu-
rated in the following compositional units:
either muscovite or K-feldspar, quattz, and pyro-
phyllite or an aluminum silicate phase. p(H,O)
is assumed to be a large fraction of total pres-
sure. Pelitic rocks commonly contain graphite,
and it has been suggested (cf., Ganguly 1977)
that in the temperature range 300-60OoC, water
constitutes approximately 5O to 8O% of the
vapor phase. Quartz and either muscovite or a

Mineral Fornu I a ^Hi

0uartz s102
Itater HZl
l {uscov l te  KA135 i3010(0H)z

K- fe ldspar  KAlS i308
Pyroph.yl I l te At 2Si4016(0H)2
Anda lus i te  A12Si05

Kya ni te At2si05
Sl  l l i nan l te  A l2St05
Pyrope 1/3tt193A12Si301,
Al nandi ne 1/3 F€3Al 2Si 3012
spessart,ine 1/3l,1n3Al2Si3012
Phloqop i te  1 /3KIq3AlSt3016(0H)2
Anni te ' I  

/3KFe3Al  s i3016(0H)2
llanqanophyl t ite l/3Ktrln3A1St 3016(0H) 2
Cl lnoch lo re  1 /sMqSAtZStSotO(OH)e
Daphn i  te 1 /5Fe5Al2s i3016(0H)g
Mn Ch lor i te  1 /5Mn5Al2Si3016(0H)g
Mq - Cordie|ite V2flqzA]4Si5018.H20
Fe -  Cord ie f i te  V2 Fe2At4Si501g,H20
l,4n - Cordlerite 12 1,4n2A14Si5019,H20

-270000 - .5422

-2544000 - 3.3630
-2994500 - 2.6020
-1728200 - 3.0258
-L2392t0 I.2376
-I?BB2I0 - 1.0538
-1167410 I.t926
-187380 -580 .9012
-624333 - .9184
-637300 - .9393
-7!6667 - I.L923
-643667 - t.2294
-656667 - 1.2586
-817600 -  1 .0110
-744600 - 1.0574
-757600 - 1.0866

-1930000 - 2.8826
-1857000 - 2.9006
-1870000 - 2.9298

-277650 9.88
-57796 4s,r0

-1427408 68.80
-949188 51. t3

-1345313 57 .20
-615866 22.20
-616897 20 .00
-615099 23 .13
-499721 2t.2\
-4I95t2 25.20
-449367 24.80
-496022 ?5.37
-410732 31,.70
-434778 31 .45
-424340 2I.30
-338675 27.78
-363132 2'1.53

-1,t28e1,9 55.72
-1040880 63.80
-1067749 63.55

L t , 2 2 . 0 0 8 2 0

7.30  .0025

97.56 .0264

76.62 .0043

79.43 .0392
41.31  .0063
41.39  .0068
40,02 .oo74

63.93  - .0076

32.52 .0112

3 1 .49  .01  1  1
33.54  .0096

35,48  .0099

34.47 .0098

32.56  .0101
34.51  ,0105

33.49  ,0103
77.62 .01,29

79.56 ,t i732
7B,55 ,0131

o  d e n o t e s  2 q 8 . 1 5  K  a n d  1  b a r ,  A H i :  e n t h a l p y  o f  f o f m a t i o n  f r o n  t h e  e l e n e n t s  ( c a . l / n o l e ) ;  S o ;
ent ropy  (ca l , /no le  K) ;  a ,  h ,  c ,  d ;  coe f f i c . ien ts  in  the  hent  capac i ty  equat ion  C"  =  a  +  bT r  cT-2
+ dr - 'Q,  ehere  T  is  absoru te  tenpefa ture  (car /mo le  K,  car /nore  K2,  car  K /nore .  ca l , /more  r12
respec t ive ly ) ;  Vo :  no la r  vo lume (ca l /ba . ) .
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K-feldspar are commonly present in pelitic com-
positions. The most restrictive assumption is
that only pelitic compositions sufficiently rich
in Al to maintain aluminum silisate phases are
considered here.

The philosophy applied in this work is to
use simple thermodynamic models to extrapo-
late equilibria by a small amount from condi-
tions where they are defined by natural as-
semblages, rather than to attempt a prediction
of realistic assemblages from basic data using
complex models, both of which are scarce for
metamorphic minerals. Consequently, ideal solu-
tion of Mg, Fe and Mn end-members, nor-
malized to formulae with one exchangeable
cation, is assumed. Mn commonly comprises
over 1O/o of the exchange sites in metamorphic
garnet and should not be treated as a trace
element.

Derivation ol thermodynamic data

Many of the thermodynamic data were
adopted from Helgeson et aI. (1978) as a self-
consistent set. Values of water fugacity are
interpolated from data given by Burnham er a/.
(1969). Other thermodynamic data were esti-
mated or calculated from partitioning of ele-
ments in natural assemblages as described be-
low.

Values for standard-state (298.15 K and 1
bar pressure) entropy (So), volume and heat-
capacity coefficients were estimated for Mn-
chlorite, manganophyllite, Fe-cordierite and Mn-
cordierite from substitution equations. For ex-
ample, from the substitution equation Mg-
cordierite * FeO - Fe-cordierite 1 MgO,
the value of S' of Fe-cordierite can be esti-
mated as S' (Fe-cordierite) = So (Mg-cor-
dierite) * S'(FeO) - S"(MgO). So for pyrope
was adopted from Haselton & Westrum (t979),
standard-state volume from Robie et al. (1978),
and heat-capacity coefficients from Newton el
al. (1977), Al1 other data are taken from Hel-
geson et al. (1978).

The standard-state enthalpy of formation from
the elements (AH"r) of spessartine was esti-
mated using the method of Chen (1975) and
the following series of constituent. reactions:

SMnO + Al2Os + 3SiO2
SMnO + Al2SiO6 + 2SiO2
3 MnSiO" + AloOo
lMn2SiOi + Alroi + BSiOz
BMnzSiOn + AlrSiOu + iSiO2.

Data for tle phases listed were taken from
Helgeson et al. (1978) and Robie et al. (1978).
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The estimated value for AHor fo spessartine
is 449,367 callmol. The method was tested
by deriving AHo' for almandine by the same
piocess, yielding an estimate within 0.008% of
ihe value derived below and within 0.1% of
the value derived using data of Ferry & Spear
(1978). Consequently, we believe that the
above estimate for AHor of spessartine is suffi-
ciently accurate for our pulposes. The AHor of
clinochlore, daphnite, PYroPe, almandrne, man-
ganophyllite and Mn-chlorite were derived from
observed partitioning in natural assemblages as
follows.

The basic assemblage used was CY2O4 re-
ported by Ghent (1975): garnet-biotite-chlo-
rite-stauro lite-kyanite-muscovite-quartz-plagio -

clase-ilmenite. This assemblage was chosen,
rather than assemblages from lower grades re-
ported by others, because the temperature and
pressure of equilibration were established by
ieveral methods, there is no evidence of dis-
equilibrium, and an aluminum silicate is present.
Partitioning ol Mg and Fe among the phases
in CV204 is typical of the assemblage meas-
ured. The equilibration temperature of the as-
semblages wa$ assumed to be 813 K, and
P(HrO) was assumed to be 4 kbar. These
estimates are consistent with the constraints sug-
gested by Ghent (1975). The total pressure
was assumed to be 5 kbar' probably a minimum
value for these rocks. The greater amount of
Mn in assemblage GhIlT (without kyanite)
allowed the partitioning of Mn to be measured
more accurately, and these partitioning data
were applied to assemblage CY204 to estimate
complete compositions of phases with sufficient
precision to derive the thermodynamic data for
the Mn end-members. The compositional data
used are reported in Table 2.

The following Fe end-member reaction be-
tween biotite and garnet is shown as an ex-
ample of the method used to derive AHor of
almandine:

K16FeAl6SiOl0/s(OH)28 + $At siou + fsio, *

FeAlasSioa + lratrsirolo(oH)2. (1)

Usins an expression of the form Co : a *
bT i cflz ; dlTrtz for heat capacity, the free
energy of reaction (AG) at the temperature (T)

and pressure (P) of interest is calculated as

acl : AH"o - TaSi + Ao" (T 
.-- To -

ryrnirno)) - tAb,(T - To)2 - lAc,t(T -,I"\'l

ia?bi-; 'ZAA, (2T18 - ion - T['otz1 *
(P - P")AV" (iolids) + z(H2O)RTln[f(H2O)*J

{2)



Source End !&mber Garnet
GhdETrgfs) 

----E- 
:7T0r

Mg .1194
Fh .0263

0ther .1448

Blo t l te  Ch lor l te  Cord ie r t re-,nT- ----36?5
.4690 .4530
.0004 .0006
.1574 .2439

TABLE 2. I'{OLE FMCTIONS OF END MEMBERS IN PHASES USED TO DERIVE
THERMODYNMIC DATA
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ture of 934 K was assumed for the following
calculations. The pressure was assumed to be
2.5 kbar and P(H,O) equal to total pressure.
In order to make the phase composition of
garnet agree exactly with the assumed thermo-
dynamic data, temperature and pressure, it was
necessary to modify slightly the original esti-
mate of garnet to produce the composition listed
in Table 2; it is emphasized that the small
change to the garnet composition is well withiu
the analytical uncertainty of measurement. Equa-
tions analogous to (1) for reaction between bio-
tite and cordierite were used to derive [trfor
for the three end-members of cordierite.

The result of these calculations is a set of
thermodynamic data consistent with most of
the data presented by Helgeson et al. (1978)
and with the two natural assemblages presented
in Table 2. These data represent an internally
consistent model system suitable for our pur-
poses; they are not meant to compete in accuracy
with data derived frorn geothermometric calcula-
tions using more sophisticated solution-models.'l[he data will continually change as more exper-
imental data become available and determination
of the conditions of formation of iratural as-
semblages improves. Inaccuracies in the solution
model will probably cause the calculated com-
positions of the phases to be increasingly less
accurate as their compositions deviate more and
more from those of the natural samples. The
small extrapolations considered here for the
chlorite-garnet assemblage and the comparability
of simulations and natural assemblages suggest
that the simulations are not grossly inaccurate.
At any rate, the sense of variation of composi-
tions is believed to be meaningful.

Calculation ol stable assemblages

The composition of two phases that can ex-
change two components at equilibrium can be
illustrated on a T-X phase diagram, as shown for
the model system in Figure lA. Similar diagrams
have been derived by thermodynamic and em-
pirical methods (e.g., Thompson L976). For an
arbitrary number of components, we require for
each phase j that

' tx i - t -x i ,  
@)

where Xl is the mole fraction of component i in
phase i and where & represents the mole frac-
tion of additional cations held constant. For the
binary case, the two equations (4) plus the two
equations (3), one for each end-member reac-
tion, feld a simple, unique analytical solution

0krusch (1971 )

where Tl and Po are standard-state temperature
and pressure, AHo. and AS", are enthalpy and
entropy of reaction at standard-state conditions,
La'u Lb,, [c., and Ad' are the differences of

heat-capacity coefficients for reaction, n(IIrO)
is the number of moles of water involved in the
reaction, and f(HrO) * is the fugacity of water
at T and P. Where garnet and biotite are mix-
tures, the following relationship between phase
compositions must be safisfied at equilibrium:

E .7713 .5153
lls .0789 .2588
f,ln .1151 .0036

other .0347 .2223

. 5 1  9 1

.4633

.0010

v G

11 i4!e : - acI/RT,
Xino

(3)

where X,r is the mole fraction of end member
i (almandine or annite) in phase i and R is
the gas constant. The equations above implicitly
assume ideal solution, that l(HrO) (P", T)
is unity, that [Vo approximates the volume
change of solids at any pressure, and that the
activities of all nonexchange phases are unity.

Adopting the data for annite and other phases
from Helgeson et al, (1978), [H"r of almandine
is found to be -419,512 cal/mal. The analogous
Mg and Mn end-member reactions were used
with the data estimated above to derive AHor
for pyrope and for manganophyllite. Similar
reactions between biotite and chlorite were used
to derive AHor for clinochlore and daphnite;
the reaction between garnet and chlorite gives
AH"r for Mn-chlorite.

The [Hor data for cordierite were estimated
using average partitioning data reported by
Okrusch (I97L) for several samples with the
assemblage garnet-biotite-cordierite-sillimanite-
quartz-plagioclase-K-feldspar. Because his tabu-
lated data represent average compositions of
garnet, the edge composition, assumed to be the
equilibrium one, was first estimated from zoning
data presented by Okrusch. Then the tempera-
ture of equilibration was calculated using equa-
tion (3), the analogous Mg end-member re-
action, and the thermodynamic data adopted
above. The calculated temperatures were witlin
2 K of each other, and an equilibrium tempera-
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H soo
l
F

G,
UJ

g Boo
LI
F

x
g-

H eoo
l
F

G,
lrl

* soo
l!
F

x M g

xMg + XF"

x M s
XMo * XF"

Frc. l. Calculated phase-diagrams for pelitc assemblages saturated with- quartz, K-feldspar or.muscovite,

and aluminum .ificute 
". 

-pfiplytiite 
at 5 kbar total pt"tt rr and 4 kbar water preslure. Fiel{f where

;;iy;;exchange-phase is ita6te'ure labeled: GR garnet, C$ chfgrite,"Bl biotite, CD cordierite' TVo

;;;il""g;-ph;s'coexiJ in the regions between ta'beteO fields (the chlorite - biotite loop plots as

a single line). Compositionally independent reactions are shown as horizontal lines; PY pyrophyllite'

fyTyutrit.,'CI. riffiiruoit", irf3.".i"oit" ryq KF K-feldspar. A (on left). The exchange phases con-

tain only Fe and vrg *a--"-rers. B (on riqht). Th9 exchange phases contain a constant mole fraction

of end-memb.t .o-p*"ot. (uOOitio"it cationsl other than Fe and Mg in the amount: garnet 0'1'

biotite 0.18, chlorite 0.24, cordierite nil.

existing exchange-phases is independent of the
bulk composition. Therefore, all loops at each
temperatuie can be calculated regardless of. the
bulf composition, and the phase compositions
can be compared to determine which loops are
stable. The stable assemblage for the bulk com-
position is determined by comparing-the ratio
ivfg/(Mg + Fe) of the bulk composition with
the ranges occupied by the stable two-exchange-
ohase loops and one-exchange-phase fields.^ 

The calculation of phase compositions of two
exchange phases at equilibrium in the ternary
system Fe--Mg-Mn is also accomplished -by
solving the set of 9 constraints given by equation
(3) foi each end-member reaction, equation (4),

and equation (5). We used an analytical (qua-
dratici solution to this set of equations and chose
the solution, if any, that gave positive mole
fractions of components in all phases.

The calculation of the stable assemblage in the
Fe-Mg-Mn ternary system is complicated by the
fact that the phase compositions depend upon

for the phase compositions. The abundance of
each phase can then be determined from the
material-balance equations, one for each com-
ponent i,

F,x tMj :  
At  (5)

where Mr is the molar abundance of phase j and
Ar is the total molar abundance of component i
in the assemblage. The equilibrium compositions
calculated for coexisting phases plot as loops in
T-X space.

Muitiple loops can be calculated at each tem-
perature, one for each possible pair of exchange
phases. In the binary system, the stable loops at
iach temperature can be identified by the cri-
teria: (1) the mole fractions of components in
all phases are positive (i.e'. the loop exists on the
diagram) and (2) either the garnet composrtron
is the most Fe-rich or the cordierite composition
is the most Mg-rich. The success of this method
is based on the fact that the composition of co-
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the bulk composition of the system. If the bulk
composition lies outside a two-exchange-phase
lgop (actually a surface in 3-component space),
the calculated phase-compositions are different
from those for bulk compositions within the loop
(phase composition6 also vary with the bulk
composition within the loop). Consequently, it
is not possible to simply compare phase compo-
sitions to determine which assemblages are stable
in the ternary system. The stable assimblage was
identified by its minimum free-energy for the
specific bulk-composition in question is follows.

Phase abundances were calculated from the
molar balance requirements that all the Mn, Mg
and Fe be accommodated within the two ex-
change-phases (eq. 5). Assemblages yielding
negative abundances were rejected. The abun-
dance of the additional phases muscovite or K-
feldspar, aluminum silicate or pyrophyllite,
quartz and water, were calculated to consume
the remaining equilibrating bulk-composition.
The free energy of the assemblage was calculated
by summing the free-energy contribution of the
Mn, Mg and Fe end-member components in the
exchange phases and the free energy of the
additional phases.

The free energy of possible one-exchange-
phase assemblages was calculated in a similar
way, with the simplification that the composi-
tion of t-he exchange phase could be determined
directly from tle bulk composition and equation
(4). The assemblage yietrding the minimum free-
energy was assumed to be stable. A practical
consideration is that the free-energy differences
among several possible assemblages can be on
the order of. 0.OOlVo or less, if reaction tem-
peratures are to be determined within 1oC. Thus,
it is necessary to specify reaction coefficients and
thermodynamic data to at least 10 significant
digits and to use double precision arithmetic on
most computers.

Carcuretso PHess-DrecnAMs AND
Fant:rtloNrxc

Binary phase-diagram

The calsulated phase-diagram for aluminum-
silicate-saturated assemblages at 5 kbar total
pressure and 4 kbar water pressure is shown in
Figure 1. Figure 1A shows the phase stabilities
calculated assuming that all exchange phases are
binary solid-solutions of Mg and Fe only. Fig-
ure 1B shows the corresponding diagram, where
each exchange-phase contains a constant mole
fraction of elements other than Mg and Fe
("additional cations") in the amount: garnet

0.1, biotite 0.18, chlorite 0.24, and cordierite
none. The second case (additional cations) cor-
responds most closely to the natural data from
which critical thermodynamic data were derived.
Consequently, the compositions of phases used
in the simulations include constant imounts of
additional cations as listed above; the phase
diagram in Figure 1B shows the appropriate
phase-stabilities for the Mn-free system at 5
kbar pressure.

The effect of additional cations on the relative
stabilities of exchange phases shown in Figure 1
illustrates the well-known rule that addition of
a component to a system increases the stability
field of the phase that incorporates the greater
amount of the added component. Thus, the
effects of amounts of additional cations other
than assumed in these simulations can be esti-
mated from Figure 1. Moreover, it is apparent
that Mn will greatly expand the field of garnet
stability in Mg-Fe projection.

Comparison with natural assetnblages

The phase relations shown in Figure L cor-
relate well with assemblages observed in nature,
with two major exceptions. The first is the limi-
tation that more than two exchange-phases can-
not coexist over a range of temperature. Itrow-
ever, since the growth of most of the garnet
occurs over the temperature range at which
chlorite is the principal source of material, and
since biotite and chlorite have very similar com-
positions when biotite first becomes stable (Fox
1975, Ferry 1976), this limitation is not believed
to have a severe effect upon calculated zoning
profiles in garnet. Freliminary simulations in the
systems where garnet, biotite and chlorite co-
exist support this conclusion.

The second discrepancy between nature and
the calculated phase-diagrams is the relative se-
quence of phases as temperature increases. The
classical Barrovian sequence requires the suc-
cessive appearance of chlorite, biotite and garnet.
Yet the sequence predicted here is chlorite,
garnet and biotite. There are a number of
possible explanations for this difference. Firstly,
rocks having lower AlzOs or higher Kzo than
required by our model system and not saturated
in aluminum silicate generate biotite before
garnet. A second possibility is that biotite 

-is

stabilized at lower temperatures by a component
that is not considered in the model sy$tem, al-
though our examination of other cations did not
reveal likely candidates. Thirdly, equilibrium
may not be maintained in nature, so that the
garnet-forming reaction may be overstepped to
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Frc. 2. Phase diagram of the garnet--chlorite as'
semblage at 5 kbar total pressure and 4 kbar
water pressure. Garnet contains 0.1 and chlorite
0.24 mole fraction of cations in addition to Fe,
Mg and Mn. Solid curve: Fe-Mg binary (dotted
where metastable). G and C represent compo-
sitions of garnet and chlorite, respectivd, that
are predicted to be in equilibrium at 775.6 K for
a bulk composition such as B. Dashed curve:
pseudobinary loop in which the mole fractions
of Mn in chlorite and garnet are fixed at their
equilibrium values for the bulk composition in
Table 3 at the lowest temperature at which garnet
is stable; Cr and Gr as defined in Figure 3.
Dotted where metastable.

sufficiently high temperature that biotite forms
from chlorite before garnet appears. A fourth
possibility is that tiny nuclei of garnet do form
before biotite, but that they are seldom ob-
served. This possibility will be dissussed below'

In summary, we believe that the model sys-
tem developed here can serve to usefully ap-
proximate equilibrium processes in aluminous
pelitic compositions.

TABLE 3. EULK COMPOSITION USED It'I SIMULATIONS

The effect of Mn on gatnet - chlotite equilib-
rium

Two fundamental difficulties in presenting
graphically the predictions of the thermody-
namic model for a three-component system are:
( 1) the content of each of the three components
in a phase changes with temperature and pres-
sure, and (2) phase compositions depend on the
bulk composition of the system. Before intro-
ducing unfamiliar representations of composi-
tion, we will use Figure 2 to illustrate approxi-
matelv the effect of Mn on the garnet<hlorite
equiti6rium. The binary Fe-Mg equilibrium loop
is shown by the solid lines in Figure 2 (dotted

at temperatures above the loop's stability ascord-
ing to hgure 18); this is the same loop as shown
in Figure lB. The equivalent dashed loop, shown
for c6mparison, was computed in the following
way. The compositions of garnet and chlo-rite
weie determined for the typical aluminous pelitic
bulk-composition listed in Table 3 at the tem-
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X M e

Ftc. 3. Phase diagrams of the garnet--chlorite as-
semblage at 5 kbar total pressure and 4 kbar
water pressure for the bulk composition of Table
3 (without fractionation of ttre bulk composition
by garnet). Dashed where metastable. C1 and G1
show the compositions of chlorite and garnet,
respectively, at the lowest temperature that gamet
is stable (725.6 K). C2 and Gz show the equilib-
rium compositions at 775.6 K, representing 50 K
overstepping of garnet nucleation. Abscissae: Xso
(Fig. 3A), X,. (Fig. 3B), XMs (Fig. 3C).

perature at which garnet first became stable
with rising temperature (725.6 K). The mole
fractions of Mn in garnet and chlorite were
held constant at these values to calculate the
dashed loop.

Comparison of the two loops in Figure 2
illustrates the profound effect on garnet stability
of the addition of a small amount of Mn. Mn
greatly reduces the temperature at which garnet
becomes stable. Because an ideal solution model
was used, the calculated effect of Mn on the
garnet*chlorite equilibrium is due simply to the
concentration of Mu in garnet relative to chlo-
rite, rather than to any nonideal interaction of
Mn, Fe and Mg in the phases.

Accurate representations of calculated equilib-
rium-compositions of phases at 5 kbar total
pressure, 4 kbar water pressure, and the bulk
composition of Table 3 are shown in Figures
3A{. They can be used to determine the
equilibrium composition of phases when garnet
first starts to grow, but after garnet has formed,
fractionation of the matrix bulk-composition will
affect the equilibrium compositions because
they are a function of bulk composition in the
ternary system. Gr and Cr show the compositions
of garnet and chlorite, respectivelyn when gar-
net first becomes stable with increasing tem-

perature (the phase diagram cannot be calculated
for a lower temperature). Gr and C, show the
equilibrium compositions of garnet and shlorite
if garnet begins to develop only after 50 K
overstepping, but is in equilibrium with chlorite
for the bulk composition, as discussed in the
companion paper (Loomis 1982).

Equilibrium partitioning ol Mn

The relative temperature of nucleation of
garnet grains has been inferred in the literature
from the distribution of Mn between garnet and
matrix phases. The assumption is that an ele-
mental partitioning coefficient defined as

tends toward one with increasing temperature.
Whereas this assumption may be true at very high
temperatures, the value of K"(Mn), calculated
from the end-member reaction MnAlztSigrsOz
(OH)'uu + 2/15 Al,SiOo * 4/15 SiOz =
MnAlgrssiOe + 4/ 5 IfgO, increases with tem-
perature over the geological range of tempera-
ture examined, as do K'(Fe) and Ks(Mg).
Thus, the use to Ks as a rclative geothermometer
must be based rigorously on thermodynamic
data. It was found, however, that the distribu-
tion coefficient defined as

K$o-ru - xft" x$"
x$" x$"

for the exchange of Mn and Fe between chlorite
and garnet, MnAlzzsSLzsOa(OH)ar * FeAlg/sSiOa
- FeAla^SigzsOr(OH)vu f MnAlayoSiOe, does
change toward one with increasing temperature.

Eeurr-rnnrurvr-Gnowru Moosl

The simplest model of garnet growth that
can generate the commonly observed composi-
tional zoning is here called equilibrium growth.
The model assumes that the edge of each garnet
crystal is in equilibrium with matrix phases and
that all matrix phases are in complete equilib-
riuni. thoughout the system. It is further as-
sumed that there is no diffusion within garnet,
and that the interior of each garnet crystal is
isolated chemically from the matrix; thus, the
equilibrating matrix composition is'fractionated
as garnet grows. The model is essentially that of
Rayleigh fractionation (Hollister 1966), differ-
ing only in the assumptions and calculations

o.5o.2 o.3o.t

4tu
x$,KlMn) -
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governing partitioning of components between
the garnet edge and the matrix.

The total pressure, the water pressure and
the number of garnet nuclei are assumed to be
constant throughout the simulation. We have
used a nucleation density of about 56/cmu in
these simulations (1@ nuclei for the compo-
sition of Table 3), an intermediate value for
pelitic rocks according to the data of Jones &
Galwey (1964), Galwey & Jones (1966) and
Kretz (1966, 1973). We do not believe that
sufficient data exist at present to attempt real-
istic simulations including progressive nucleation.
Whereas the relationships between growth,
temlrcrature and radius depend on the assumed
nucleation history, the total volume reported is
independent of nucleation and represents the
volume of garnet in one mole of oxides (ap-
proximately l8 cm' of anhydrous rock).

The standard bulk composition used to il-
lustrate $owth of garnet is reported in Tabls 3.
This composition represents a typical, Al-rich
pelitic rock. The bulk composition used in the
simulation is apportioned among the following
compositional units: Mg, Fe and Mn end-mem-
bers of exchange phases, muscovite or K-feld-
spar, aluminum silicate phases or pyrophyllite,
quartz and water. Thus, the bulk composition
used in the simulation (Si, Al, ferrous Fe, Mg,
Mn, K and H) represents a subset of. the com-
plete bulk-composition; other elements and an
addit{onal amount of the foregoing elements may
be incorporated in minor phases and in the end
members of exchange phases represented by
"additional cations".

Simulations are computed by the following
procedure: (l) the compositions and abun-
dances of garnet and chlorite are calculated for
the given pressure, temperature and equilibra-
ting (matrix) bulk-composition; (2) if garnet is
stable, its molar abundance and composition are
used to calculate the corresponding volume;
the volume of garnet is distributed equally
among all nuclei as a growth shell, and a new
radius for the resulting sphere of garnet is
calculated; (3) the amount of each component
in the garnet grown is subtracted from the
equilibrating bulk composition; (4) the new
abundanse of other phases in the equilibrating
bulk-composition may be salculated if desired,
and (5) the temperature is increased. It was
found neces$ary to use a secant convergence
proqedure to find each new temperature during
the beginning stage of garnet growth because
very small steps in temperature were necessary
to limit the radial increment of growth on nu-
clei.

Eeurr-rnnruu-GrowTlr SIMULATIoNS

General growth-history

The first appearance of garnet in the bulk
composition of Table 3 can be determined di
rectly from Figures 3A-C, where it is shown
as Gr. After fractionation of the bulk composi-
tion begins, Figures 3A-C are no longer appro-
priate, but the progressive development of gar-
net at the expense of chlorite can be visualized
by reference to Figure 2. As the temperature
of chlorite with a ratio Mg/(MB * Fe) of 0.4
is raised, it enters the garnet--chlorite loop
(dashed lines) at 725.6 K. The first garnet to
form is rich in Mn, and its removal from the
bulk composition causes the loop to migrate
rapidly toward the Mn-free loop (solid lines).
Consequently, only a small amount of garnet is
grown until about 760 K, because the stabilit -
loop migrates upward along with the rock ter,.-
perature. After Mn in the chlorite is depleted
at about 760 K, however, the loop becomes
fixed as shown by the Mn-free loop in Figure 2
(solid), and garnet grows rapidly with increas-
ing temperature. Thus, the early gowth-history
is controlled by the pronounced effect of Mn on
garnet stability, and the later history is con-
trolled by the more subtle influence of Mg-Fe
partitioning.

The later growtl-history of garnet can be
deduced directly from the phase diagram (Fig.
lB) because most of the Mn has been insor-
porated in garnet and removed from the equilib-
rating bulk-composition. As garnet grows in
equilibrium with chlorite, the equilibrating bulk-
composition migrates up the composition curve
of chlorite. At 5 kbar, garnet should stop grow-
ing at about 806 K, where the garnet-chlorite
equilibrium is cut off by biotite equilibria; at
this point the equilibrating bulk-composition is
predicted to enter the biotite (-kyanite) field.

The overall reaction responsible for garnet
qg-lh in the garnet -rchlorite assemblage i;
chlorite + i-5 kyanite + 15 quartz : garnet + f
water. Between the beginning of garnet growth
and 806 K, where growth in equilibrium with chlo
rite should stop, the simulation predicts a reduc-
tion of chlorite, kyanite and quartz of 30, 65 and
4 moleo/0, respectively, for the bulk composition
of Table 8.

Garnet is predicted not to resume growth until
about 10@ K, when the equilibrating bulk-com-
position enters the stable garnet-biotite loop, and
a single pulse of growth is predicted to occur
at about 1090 K when the equilibrating bulk-
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composition enters the garnet-{ordierite loop.
Note that the second stage of growth should
begin with a discontinuity in the garnet profile,
and the third stage should show rapid growth
at a constant composition. trt is probable that
resorption of garnet would be expected between
8O6 and 1000 K (biotite field) and again above
1090 K in the cordierite field. Diffusional relaxa-
tion of zoning profiles is also probable at higher
temperatures. Of course, staurolite and chloritoid
equilibria, variations of P(HrO), variations of
"additional cations", and partial melting can
affect these predictions.

The following simulations are restricted to
growth of garnet in equilibrium with chlorite
for the following reasons: (1) most of the Mn
zoning in garnet is generated during early stages
of growth; (2) the compositional differences
that can be used to distinguish between equilib-
rium and disequilibrium growth-processes are
most distinct when garnet first forms, and (3)
many uncertainties affect the accuracy of predic-
tions of growth at higher grades. The simulations
were computed for the temperature range ex-

tending from the first appearance of garnet to
835 K; the metastable portion of the predictions,
according to Figure 1, are dashed in the follow-
ing figures.

Thermal growth-history in the garnet-chlorite
systern

The effects of bulk composition on tle amount
of garnet grown at 5 kbar with rising tempera-
ture are illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. The vol-
ume history for the typical pelitic composition
of Table 3 is shown in Figure 4 (curve 1) along
with curves for the same composition with 0, 2
and 3 times the amount of MnO. The curve
for the Mn-free system corresponds to the
growth history of garnet prescribed by the gar-
net-chlorite loop shown in Figure 18. The tem-
perature of first appearance of the Fe-rich garnet
(ca.757 K) represents the o'almandine isograd"
for this bulk composition.

The addition of very small amounts of MnO
to the bulk composition is seen to have a dra-
matic effect on the first appearance of garnet,
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Frc. 4. Total volume of garnet predicted to have crystallized by equilib-
rium growth in the garnet-chlorite assemblage as a function of lem-
perature (dashed where tho garnet-chlorite assemblage is metastable).
The total pressure is 5 kbar and the water pressure 4 kbar. Curve 1
was computed for the bulk composition of Table 3 (0.0004 moles
MnO). Curves 0, 2 and 3 were computed for the same composition
but with zero, 2 and 3 times the amount of MnO. Approximate volume
Vo of garnet in the rock can be obtained by dividing the volume by
l8 cm3lmole.
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Frc. 5. Total volume of garnet predicted to have crystallized by equilib-
rium growth in the garnet-chlorite assemblage as a function of tem-
perature (dashed where the assemblage is metastable). Curve 0.4 was
computed for the bulk composition of Table 3, having a ratio MeO/
(MeO * FeO) of 0.4. Curves 0.3 and 0.5 were computed for the same
composition and total MgO * FeO but with the ratio MgO/(MeO +
FeO) changed to the labeled value. Approximate volume Vo of Earnret
can be obtained by dividing by 18 cm3/mole.
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lowering the garnet-isograd temperature over
3O K in response to the MnO content in the
typicdl composition. Even though the first ap-
pearance of garnet is stabilized to low tempera-
ture by Mn, Figure 4 shows that only a small
amount of garnet (about2Vz volume 7o) is grown
before the Mn is depleted and the gtowth curve
for all compositions merge. Moreover, the rate
of garnet growth increases rapidly when the
"almandine-isograd" temperature of growth of
Mn-free garnet is reached. Consequently, the
tiny grains of Mn-rich garnet that are predicted
to appear at low temperature may be overlooked
in contrast to the explosive growth of garnet
near the almandine-isograd temperature.

The ratio Mg/(Mg * ferrous Fe) also has
a dramatic effect on the garnet.isograd tempera-
ture, as can be predicted for the Mn-free sys-
tem from Figure 1. Thermal growth-histories
for garnet in the typical bulk-composition [Mg/
(Mg * Fe) - 0.41 and for this composition
but with modifisation of the Mg/(Me * Fe)
ratio (Mg * Fe sonstant) are shown in Fig-
ure 5.

Total pressure has only a small effegt on the
location of the garnet*shlorite loop and should
have little direct effect on garnet growth in this

system. Indirectly, however, pressure could have
a significant effect by influencing the abundance
of "additional cations" and by controlling equi-
libria that restrict the stability range of garnet-
chlorite.

Zoning proliles

The zoning profile simulated for equilibrium
growth of garnet from the typical aluminous
pelitic composition (Table 3) at 5 kbar pressure
is shown in Figures G-8. As mentioned above,
changing tle density of nuclei will change the
radius of profiles plotted on Figures 6-8, but
the compositional history will be unaffected (i.e.,
the profiles will expand or contract in radius).
The fint part of the zoning profile is dominated
by fractionation of Mn to create the classical
bell-shaped spessartine profile. The MnO in the
bulk composition is essentially consumed entirely
by this process. Because K'(Mn) is of the same
magnifude or greater for other exchange phases
(e.9., biotite), the shape of the computed profile
for Mn in garnet is substantially the same regard-
less of assemblage.

Mn exchanges principally with Fe in garnet
and chlorite according to the thermodynamic
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Frc. 6. Simulated profiles of zoning in garnet for equilibrium erowth in
the assemblage garnet-chlorite at tie indicated total pressures (kbar)
for the bulk composition of Table 3. The water presflues (bars) are
1600 at 2.5 kbar, 4000 at 5 kbar and 6400 at 7.5 kbar. The curves are
dashed where the garnet-chlorite assemblage is predicted to be metastable.
Note that the composition axes have equivalent scaling increments.
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data, as demonstrat€d by the computed profiles
of zoning. Thus the Fe profile rises rapidly with
growth to replace the depleted Mn. After ex-
haustion of Mn, the zoning profiles of Fe and
Mg are controlled by ther bit'ary equilibrium
loop presented in Figures lB or 2. In the chlo-
rite-garnet system, both phasss become mole
Mg-rich with increasing temperature, and the
Fe profile in Figures 6-8 reflects this require-
ment. The downturn in the Fe profile would
not be as pronounced if garnet were replacing
other phases, such as biotite, where phase com-
positions are less influensed by temperature.

Figure 6 shows that large changes of pressure
have very little effect on the zoning profiles,
in agreement with Saxena (1969) and Kepe-
zhinskas (1973). Increasing pressure does in-
crease Fe slightly, mainly at the expense of Mn,
as predicted from observations of natural rocks
by Miyashiro & Shido (1973). An effect that
is not seen is an increased content of Mg with
increasing pressure, which has been predicted
by Green & Ringwood (1968) and other in-
vestigators. Increasing pressure does increase the
amount of garnet grown in equilibrium with
chlorite, as shown by the solid lines in Figure
6. Garnet gtown at highel pressure should have
a more complete profile of zoning.

Bulk Mn does have a great effect on zoning

profiles, as shown in Figure 7, The important
observations are: (1) Mn replaces primarily Fe
in the garnet core as bulk Mn increases (Mg
is only slightly affected); (2) all zoning curves
become indistinguisable at a radius greater tlan
about 0.05 cm because the equilibrating Mn
has been depleted.

Figure 8 shows profiles for three different
values of the ratio Mg/(Mg f Fe) in bulk com-
positions, otherwise identisal with the typical
composition of Table 3. It should be noted that
this ratio, and thus the zonation in garnet, is a
function of the oxidation state of tle rock and
of the amount of Ti in the bulk composition of
the total rock. Chinner (196O 1962) has studied
the effect of oxidation state of iron on the stab-
ility of garnet in natural rocks. As expected,
the bulk Mg/(MS * Fe) ratio has a.significant
effect on the Fe and Mg content of garnet.
Ifowever, it has essentially no effect on Mn zon.
ing in these simulations because K'(Mn) is near-
ly independent of temperature, and ideal solution
is assumed. If a nonideal solution model were
used, some small effect on Mn zoning could be
induced by change of the Mg and Fe contents.

CoNcr,usroNs

The simulated garnet-zoning profiles show ex-
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cellent agreement with the general features ob-
served in progxade growth profiles reported in
the literature. The general thermodynamic con-
straints of ( 1) fractionation of Mn into the
garnet, (2) principal exchange of Fe for Mn,
and (3) the gradual enrichment of garnet and
chlorite in Mg with increasing temperature com-
bine to produce the typical profile. In view of
the importance of bulk composition and nuclea-
tion factors, it is remarkable that even the
predicted core:composition of garnet and pre-
dicted width of the bell-shaped profile are
similar to those observed in some natural pro-
files (e.g., Hollister 1966, L969). We conclude
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that the model thermodynamic $ystem used to
calculate these profiles, despite the simplifica-
tion, embodies rela.tionships similar to the ones
that govern equilibrium in natural systems.
Whereas there is general agreemelt between
simulated equilibrium profiles and observed pro-
files, the following paper emphasizes variations
with grade and composition .that point toward
the operation of disequilibrium processes in
medium-grade metamorphic rocks.

The major source of the Mn that contributes
to the high Mn content of garnet in pelitic
rocks at the beginning of growth is probably
chlorite. Chlorite is the onlv common mineral
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Frc. 7. Simulated profiles of zoning in garnet for equilibrium growth at 5 kbar total pressure and 4
kbar water pressure in tle garnet-chlorite assemblage (dashed where metastable) for the bulk composi-
tions described in Figure 4 (labeled multiples of 0.ffi04 moles MnO). A. Profiles of Mg and Mn. B.
Profile of Fe.
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Fro. 8. Simulated profiles of zoning in garnet for equilibrium growth at 5 kbar in the garnet-cblorite
assemblage (dashed where metastable) for bulk conrpositions with the indicated ratios MgO/(MgO

* FeO); see Figure 5. A. Frofiles of Mg and Mn. B. Profile of Fe.
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in pelitic rocks that contains sufficient Mn and
is sufficiently abundant to supply the required
Mn. The first appearance at equilibrium of gar-
net in the model system is highly'sensitive to
MnO and Mg/ (Mg * Fe) ratio in the equilib-
rating bulk composition. Even though the small
amounts of MnO found in typical pelitic com-
positions can stabilize the appearance of garnet
on the order of 30 K below its appearance in
Mn-free compositions, the volume of garnet
developed at first is very small. The major onset
of garnet growth oscurs at the approximate
temperature of the "almandine isograd", where
Mn-free garnet becomes stable regardless of the
MnO content of the bulk composition. Thus,
the tiny grains of garnet predicted by the simula-
tions to occur below the obvious "almandine
isograd" mapped by most observers could be
overlooked. Some support for this suggestion
comes from the literature, where a number of
investigators have mentioned garnet as an acces-
sory phase that exists below the biotite isograd,
even though the garnet isograd had not been
reached (Clark 1961, Navarro & Blackburn
1974, de B6thune L976). Also, in environments
in which spessartine garnet forms a major phase,
such as in coticules, the grains tend to be very
small (e.9., Kramm 1976). Thus, it is quite pos-
sible that tiny grains of spessartine-rich garnet
may be more common in low-grade rocks than
is generally believed.

The total amount of garnet grown in equilib-
rium with chlorite desreases markedly with in-
creasing Mg/(Mg * Fe) ratio in the br.ilk com-
positions. Whereas the amount insreases with
bulk MnO, the increase is very small. The
amount of garnet grown and the completeness
of .the sening profile that develops in equilib-
rium with chlorite increase with .pressure.

The phase diagrams of Figure I and the
simulations illustrate the following facts: (1) a
change of assemblage during equilibrium
growth of garnet can induce a discontinuity of
slope in the zoning profile but not a dissonti-
nuity in composition; (2) a hiatus in garnet
growth during sontinuous prograde heating can
cause resorption or a discontinuity in zoning
profiles without calling upon multiple meta-
morphic "eyents" [this conclusion was also noted
by Thompson et al. (1977)l; (3) a single ex-
plosive growth-event of garnet is predicted when
cordierite first becomes stable, and (4) garnet
is predicted to undergo reaction with cordierite
during prograde growth as well as during retro-
grade re-equilibration. Whereas the specific
details of zoning history predioted by the simula-
tions are subject to several uncertainties in the

model system, observations (2) and (3) are
based on basic thermodynamic requirement il
equilibrium in the ma.trix during growth of gar.
net is maintained.

The ratio of the mole fraction of a com-
ponent in garnet (or any phase) to its mole
fraction rn another phase at equilibrium may
not necessarily trend toward one with increas-
ing temperature over a limited interval of tem-
perature. Specifically, the ratio of Mn in garnet
to that in the matrix cannot be relied upon as
a measure of the relative temperature of nu-
cleation without explicit calculation from ther-
modynamic data.

There are a great many assumptions included
in the simulations described here. As solution
models in exchange phases improve, and as a
more precise knowledge is gained of the meshan-
isms and conditions of crystal growth in meta-
morphic environments, this tyln of simulation
may continually be improved.
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